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English

Teacher notes

Tier 2 words - year 6
Tier 2 words are ones which children might encounter in text but 
are less likely to use in everyday conversation. As these words are 
often unfamiliar to children, they can sometimes act as a barrier 
to reading. We have chosen 48 Tier 2 words for this Year 6 pack.
The Tier 2 words in this pack can be used by children to add more 
adventurous or formal vocabulary to their writing. The worksheets can 
also be used as a reading comprehension activity.

The resources include:

Tier 2 word cards

Tier 2 definition cards

These definition cards could be matched up to the 
correct Tier 2 word. Again, they are available in a 
small size for sharing at a table and also for display.

The cards are arranged four to a sheet; they can be 
printed out and cut up so that they can be shared 
amongst pupils in a group. Also included are larger 
versions that can be used for display. Children could 
discuss the meaning of these phrases out of context.

Tier 2 words answer sheet

This sheet presents the Tier 2 words with  
their definitions.

Tier 2  words worksheets

Children can read the tier 2 words in context and then 
try to infer their meaning. 

apprehend arbitrary

apatheticagile
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Tier 2 words worksheet 1

Louise is a gymnast and is very agile.

The sentences below each contain a word in bold. Read the sentence 
and then write down what you think the bold word means.

His poor marks on the test were due to his apathy towards the subject.

After a long chase, the police apprehended the thief.

I did not understand any of the referee’s choices. He seemed to make 
arbitrary decisions.

English

Tier 2 words answer sheet
agile Able to move quickly and gracefully

apathetic Uninterested or lacking feeling

apprehend To catch or place under arrest

arbitrary Based on chance or feelings rather than logic or reason

articulate To speak or express thoughts clearly

assume To suppose something is true without actually checking 
the facts

audacious Bold, adventurous or daring

authority The right or power to make decisions, give orders or 
control people

avid Having a great enthusiasm or greed for something

belligerent Aggressive

bizarre Odd or unusual

clarify To make something easier to understand

confiscate To take something away from somebody because you 
have the power to do it

consistent Having a regular style or pattern and not changing

conventional Traditional and ordinary

deceptive Making you believe something that is not true

desolate Empty and unattractive

discern To recognise or understand something that is not clear

disgruntled Unhappy, annoyed or disappointed about something

elite The richest, most powerful or best-trained group

enhance To improve the quality, value or attractiveness of 
something

exceptional Greater than usual

excruciating Very painful, causing agony

agile

To catch or place 
under arrest

Based on chance 
or feelings rather 

than logic or 
reason

Uninterested or 
lacking feeling

Able to move 
quickly and 
gracefully

Able to move 
quickly and 
gracefully


